
 

 

 

 

 

 

VALID ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH MASERGY TO OFFER MANAGED NETWORK 

SERVICES AND ADVANCED SECURITY SOLUTIONS  

 

Eindhoven - April 8, 2015 – Valid today announced its partnership agreement with Masergy 

Communications Inc., a global leader in managed networking and cloud services. The new 

agreement enables Valid to provide global, managed networking and advanced security 

solutions to its enterprise customers.  

 

Masergy’s superior technology and world-class customer service has been repeatedly 

validated by their best-in-class, 61 Net Promoter Score (NPS), an achievement that 

underscores the company’s commitment to customer excellence. “This is fully in line with 

Valid’s ‘Stay Ahead’ mission to enable our customers to excel through the use of innovative 

IT services and solutions,” says Dis Valcq, Valid CEO and founder.  

 

Masergy’s managed networking solutions are based on its industry leading Software Defined 

Network (SDN) Platform, which delivers the flexibility needed to adjust to changing business 

demands. The SDN Platform enables companies to seamlessly connect their global offices, 

data centers and remote locations with a ubiquitous, high performance network that 

supports bandwidth on demand and quality of service control in response to changing 

performance requirements.  

 

In addition to managed global networking services, Valid will also offer Masergy’s Unified 

Enterprise Security solutions. The security offerings enable companies to protect their 

digital assets with patented machine learning, advanced threat detection and continuous 

monitoring. Masergy will work with Valid to implement these solutions and provide 

on-going service. 

 

“Masergy’s adoption of breakthrough techniques is an exemplary case of our vision that 

adopting new technologies can help companies realize business benefits. We are looking 

forward to a long and fruitful cooperation with Masergy to help our customers realize their 

business goals,” concluded Valcq. 

 

"We are glad to welcome Valid to our partner ecosystem,” says Chris MacFarland, Masergy 

CEO. “Our channel partners play a significant role in our new business development and 

consistently contribute to our growth. Our partners continue to prefer working with us for 

our innovative solutions and our unique commitment to customer service.”  
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Masergy works in close collaboration with its partners to develop strategies for 

joint-marketing initiatives and revenue growth opportunities. 

 

About Valid 

Valid is the ideal Dutch partner for innovative IT infrastructure, business applications and 

business intelligence solutions. Valid’s outsourcing and cloud services unburden its 

customers and provide much-needed flexibility.  Our project, quality and service 

Management solutions ensure that change is successfully implemented and delivers the 

intended business benefits in a sustainable fashion. For more information about Valid visit 

www.valid.nl or follow us on Twitter @valid, LinkedIn and Facebook. 

 

About Masergy 

Masergy owns and operates the largest independent global cloud networking platform and 

delivers fully-managed hybrid networks to enterprises. Masergy also provides advanced 

managed security and cloud unified communication solutions. Our patented technology, 

customizable solutions and unmatched customer experience are why a growing number of 

global enterprises rely on Masergy to deliver performance beyond expectations. Learn more 

about Masergy and follow us on our blog Transforming Enterprise IT, Twitter 

@Masergy, LinkedIn and Facebook. 

 

### 

Masergy Contact: 

Betsey Rogers  

BridgeView Marketing  

603-886-7087  

betsey@bridgeviewmarketing.com 
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